Tomorrow’s ECG, today.
Want a personal preview of what the future holds? Contact us today.

- spauldingclinical.com
- 262.334.6020

Or connect with us on Twitter™ to learn when you can hold the future of ECG research in your hands.

twitter.com/spauldingcrs

The future of ECG research is right in your hand.
Traditional ECG data collection methods were not designed to meet today’s cardiac safety requirements.

An ECG revolution is at hand.

Old technology makes data collection and analysis a time-consuming and costly process. For most electrocardiography, there’s no real consistency in the data. You can’t access the information in real time. And the reliance on manual processes only increases the opportunities for error. Spaulding Clinical is changing that — with a whole new model of ECG Information Solutions, powered by a device so small it fits in the palm of your hand.

Introducing ECG Information Solutions from spaulding clinical™

Based on theMASON Protocol — which sets the standard for superior collection and analysis of cardiac safety data beyond the capabilities of any other core lab in existence today — and driven by our proprietary, palm-sized ECG acquisition device with integrated biometrics, we’re creating the ECG research of tomorrow, today.

Our ECG Acquisition Device is designed to:
- Be more cost effective yet provide more information
- Utilize biometrics to ensure better data
- Provide faster results

And it integrates with our onsite& technology platform, which offers access to data in real time, anytime, anywhere.

That’s the future of ECG research. And it’s only at Spaulding Clinical.